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ABSTRACT 

Philip Kotler (2017) stated how consumption market has been transformed by digital economy, 

which in turn is changing traditional paradigm of consumption space. For example, the digital 

domain replaced traditional one-stop and comparison shopping in shopping malls. Traditional 

marketing strategies employed by shopping malls were closed and exclusive with transpatial 

structure. However, consumption space is being transformed today, eliminating boundaries with the 

outside world and combining online and offline worlds by adopting marketing approaches open to 

everyone. With this change in the marketplace, there is a need for a new interpretation of 

consumption space and the behavior of the users. It is in this context that this study attempts to 

overcome the limitations of existing theories on interpretation of changes in consumption space. 

The concepts of “spatial” and “transpatial” from Hillier & Hanson (1984) are expanded to help 

interpret the changes taking place in consumption space. The application of the two concepts will 

reveal the invisible attributes of spatial behaviors embedded within spatial configuration and will 

contribute to explain the paradigm shift and the nature of changing consumption space.  The goal of 

this study is to contrast the concepts of “transpatial” consumption space and “spatial” consumption 

space and conduct an empirical analysis to investigate the relationship between consumption space 

and user behavior – thereby present a new interpretation on the paradigm shift of consumption 

space. 

To this end, mutual relationships between spatial configurations, user behaviors, and merchandising 

(MD) of a shopping mall was empirically analyzed for two points in time: before-and-after 

completion of a renewal project. Specifically, the COEX Mall of 2011 is analyzed as a consumption 

space operating with traditional marketing approaches, and the COEX Mall of 2017 (after the 

renewal project is completed) is analyzed as a consumption space created by new marketing and 

MD approaches. By comparing the COEX Mall of 2011 and 2017, change in marketing is 

empirically analyzed. First, the change in spatial configurations before-and-after the mall renewal is 

compared and analyzed. Second, the user behavior is compared for the two time periods. Finally, 

the relationship between spatial configuration and user behavior is examined, along with change in 

the relevant MD strategies. The evolution of the COEX Mall after the renewal project provides a 

unique opportunity to empirically study the relationship between spatial configurations and user 

behavior and present a new interpretation of change in strategies for organizing consumption space. 

By applying empirical and quantitative methods, this approach can predict changes taking place in 

the marketing strategies of consumption space and can also be used for planning and design of 

consumption space. In the era of Market 4.0 ushered in by the digital economy, it will provide a 

new perspective by analyzing changes in marketing strategies of consumption space through 

empirical analysis of changes in MD – thereby contributing to expanding the frontier of space 

syntax theory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 

Philip Kotler (2017) states how the consumption market has been transformed by digital economy, 

which in turn is changing traditional paradigm of consumption space. For example, the digital 

domain already replaced traditional one-stop shopping and comparison shopping in shopping malls. 

Phenomena such as showrooming or webrooming are rendering traditional marketing methods 

which specifies target customers meaningless. Traditional marketing strategies employed by 

shopping malls were designed to set target customers, then implement those strategies based on 

merchandising concepts. In other words, a shopping mall was designed as a single, large 

consumption space with physical boundaries that enticed customers to be immersed in shopping. 

However, consumption space in the era of digital economy de-emphasizes the importance of target 

customers and is open to all customers through multi-channels. Against this backdrop, efforts to 

reduce physical boundaries of consumption space are also taking place. Unfortunately, existing 

research paradigm is limited in its capacity to interpret and analyze how consumption space is 

actively responding to changes in the market (Bosshart, 1998). 

It is in this context that this study attempts to overcome the limitations of existing theories on 

interpretation of changes in consumption space. The concepts of “spatial” and “transpatial”  from 

Hillier & Hanson (1984) are expanded to explain the changes taking place in consumption space. 

The characteristic of “spatial” groups is that they move naturally through open and interconnected 

spaces, affected by spatial configuration (Sailer & Penn, 2009). On the other hand, the 

characteristic of “transpatial” groups is that just as in consumption space of a shopping mall, the 

people are affected by motivations, profit-seeking goals, and culture, but not by space (Peponis, 

1989a). These two contrasting phenomena represent two different relational characteristics between 

space and the groups who use the space. This study will examine the relational characteristics of 

consumption space. While the marketing emphasis in existing consumption space was to delineate 

boundaries and induce users’ behaviors through merchandising (here  forth abbreviated MD), 

marketing in the era of digital economy is anticipated to focus on ‘invisible attributes of spatial 

behaviors embedded within spatial configuration rather than relying on the roles of MD and tenants. 

Application of “spatial” and “transpatial” concepts is expected to not only enable better 

interpretation of changes in marketing, but also paradigm shift of consumption space through 

empirical analysis of relationship between consumption space and people. Hence, this research 

aims to present a new interpretation of consumption space and behaviors by introducing the 

concepts of “transpatial” consumption space and “spatial” consumption space. Specifically, change 

in marketing strategy in the so-called “Era of Market 4.0” will be empirically analyzed, for better 

understanding of the relationships among spatial configuration, behaviors, and MD in consumption 

space. 

The site for analysis is the COEX Mall, a super-regional mall1 in Seoul with spatial configuration 

similar to urban street network. The COEX Mall underwent extensive remodeling for four years 

beginning in 2013, to reflect new trends in marketing and customer demands. Remodeling was fully 

completed in 2017 with new spatial configuration and tenants. This makes the COEX Mall an ideal 

place for this study. The COEX Mall of 2011 is analyzed as a consumption space whose design is 

based on traditional marketing approach, and the COEX Mall of 2017 after the renewal is analyzed 

as an example of consumption space whose design is based on a transformed marketing approach. 

The study will first compare and analyze the mall’s spatial configurations before and after the 

renewal. Second, users’ behaviors will be compared and analyzed. Third, a correlation analysis 

between spatial configurations and the user behaviors will conducted, and will be interpreted along 

with changes in MD. In sum, the changes in MD for the COEX Mall in 2011 and 2017 will be 

analyzed by investigating the relationship between spatial configurations and user behaviors. 

By applying empirical and quantitative methods, this approach can predict changes taking place in 

the marketing strategies of consumption space and can also be used for planning and design of 

1 A super-regional mall offers general merchandise and services. The lease area occupies approximately 50,000 to 

150,000 ㎡, and its service area can extend as far as 40km. It has a full line of department stores, mass merchant or 
fashion apparel stores as anchor tenants. 
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consumption space. In the era of Market 4.0 ushered in by the digital economy, it will provide a 

new perspective by analyzing changes in marketing strategies of consumption space through 

empirical analysis of changes in MD – thereby contributing to expanding the frontier of space 

syntax theory. 

1.2 SCOPE AND METHODS 

The COEX Mall was selected as the site for this study. It is a regional shopping mall located in the 

center of Gangnam District in Seoul, attracting approximately 60,000 to 70,000 daily visitors. The 

mall opened in 2000, and its spatial configuration and merchandising organization changed 

completely after extensive renewal that took place between 2013 and 2017. It is an example where 

changes in the market were actively reflected in its new design. In addition, the mall has clear 

boundaries for spatial configuration analysis, independent from the surrounding city street network. 

Second, it is a commercial facility on a single level, which makes analysis of user behaviors 

convenient. Third, it is a shopping mall large enough to support various MD setups.  

The layout of the COEX Mall was prepared as part of a comprehensive plan that included the mall 

and its surrounding areas. The east side runs along the main road and the main axis runs east -west, 

in line with the site conditions. It is located at the heart of a major commercial and business district 

with heavy foot traffic, an optimal site for a commercial facility.  

 

Figure 1. Location of COEX Mall 

 

Table 1. COEX Mall Overview 

 2011 2017 

Location Samseong-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

Land Use Commercial 

Floor First Basement Level 

COEX Total Floor Area (㎡) 190,386 195,048 

COEX Mall Area (㎡)  118,800 119,012 

Completion May 2000 November 2014 

Station(s) Samseong Station (Line 2) 
Samseong Station (Line 2) 

Bongeunsa Station (Line 9) 

 

The COEX Mall first opened in May 2000, composed of movie theater, aquarium, book store and 

other cultural facilities, and non-chain store tenants. The mall is considered Gangnam’s first-

generation multi-purpose retail space. More than a decade later, Gensler Architects completed a 

design for renewal with urban street network as the motif. The first phase of the renewal was 

completed in November 2014, and the merchandising organization was completed transformed by 

May 2017. City of Florence, Italy – which provided the concept for the mall’s new design – has its 

major commercial, administration, and religious facilities around the city’s many plazas. The plazas 

are interconnected, organically linking the entire city’s spaces and functions. The biggest change 

brought by the mall’s design renewal was that the major tenants with strong brand images were 

allocated spaces around the plaza. The indoor plaza, functioning in the same way as a plaza in a ci ty, 

became a node – a focal point that attracts customers. The tenant variety and tenant placement 
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strategy changed to focus on the role of plaza. The mall’s design shows a city’s organic functions, 

forms, and mix of uses reproduced indoors. 

 

 

Figure 2. Basic Concept for Renovation of COEX Mall (Source: Gensler (2011)) 

 

Before renewal in 2011, the COEX Mall was directly connected to Samseong Station (Line 2), as 

well as the Hyundai Department Store, the City Airport Terminal, and the Intercontinental Hotel . 

Two entrances connected the mall and outside directly, and five more entrances indirectly (through 

other facilities) connected the mall to other places. The entire shopping mall is on first basement 

level. 

 

Figure 3. COEX Mall Floor Plan (2011) 

 

After renewal in 2017, the mall was now connected to both Samseong Station(Line 2) and newly 

constructed Bongeunsa Station(Line 9). There are nine entrances – seven through the structure on 

the ground floor, and two through outside plazas – into the mall. Of the eight escalators near the 

Central Plaza (known as the Starfield Library), two have direct access to outside. Five plazas 

function in similar manner as a city’s plaza, interconnecting the entire mall and inducing movement. 

The shopping mall is located in the first basement level, same as in 2011. 
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Figure 4. COEX Mall Floor Plan (2017) 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 MARKET 4.0 

The debate on consumption space began after Benjamin borrowed the concept of commodity 

fetishism from Marx’s work written in the 19th century. In his work the Arcades Project, Benjamin 

turns his attention to Parisian arcades and viewed them as consumption space that provided habitat 

for strolling spectators (Flâneur) surrounded by city’s capitalism and commodity fetishism (Ma, 

2009). While Marx used a macro approach, Benjamin used more micro approach to discuss 

commodities and consumption society. He argued that in a world and space created by commodities, 

the strolling spectators themselves become either commodities or way of selling commodities. 

Instead of being the subject of consumption, individuals are attracted to, and forced to follow 

manipulated desires. Today’s consumption space is not much different. In 1951, using a social -

semiotic approach, Gottdiener posited that consumption space is structured at the intersection of 

profit-seeking ideology and consumption ideology (Gottdiener, 1986). He studied shopping malls, 

most prominent consumption space in a society. Consumption space conceals the exchange 

relationships that exist between producers and consumers. According to his ideas, consumption 

space is where act of consumption is also managed – a symbol of profit-seeking ideology (Kim, 

2014). 

In this context, marketing initially focused on the product itself (Marketing 1.0). Then led by 

commodity fetishism, marketing evolved shifted its focus to customers, and no longer only 

emphasized specific benefits from using promoted products (Marketing 2.0). Then it offered to 

provide something more than just rational benefits from profits, for example emotional satisfactions 

(Marketing 3.0). The concept of marketing, thus expanded, established the field of space marketing 

by naturally bringing together marketing and a key resource, space (Kim, 2015). Space marketing 

emphasizes the core values of a programmed space – which serves as the point of interaction with 

the customers – and contributes to attracting customers, building customers’ relationships with 

brands and products, and increase sales. On a macro level, this expanded scope of marketing 

includes cities that are advertising culture and commercial buildings in urban environment. On a 

micro level, it can include designs to stimulate customers and even visual merchandising (VMD) 

that takes into account customers’ routes and direction of attention into consideration (Hong, 2007). 

Marketing tools are applied to a consumption space, creating ideology for profit -seeking and 

consumption. The space is designed to be a closed space, for the ideology to operate and fantasy of 

commodity fetishism to dominate the consumption space.  
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However, the market is changing today. Philip Kotler introduced the concept of Marketing 4.0 in 

the era of digital economy - where marketing combines virtual consumption space (online) and 

physical consumption space (offline) interaction between companies and customers (Kotler, 2017b). 

This change affected the identity of marketing of consumption space. This represents an attempt by 

the individual, the subject of consumption, to no longer remain being Benjamin’s strolling spectator 

or embracing Sartre’s social existence – and to be free from the fantasy of capitalism or 

phantasmagoria. With expansion of the Internet’s openness, the barriers between industries are 

disappearing, revealing a new direction of convergence and integration. On a macro level, 

hegemony is shifting from the power of special interest groups of consumption spaces to a multi -

dimensional power structure. Hence, the consumers are freed from the power of the market and the 

market no longer occupies a superior position. Now, the market views the consumers as equals. 

The consumers in this new market are different from consumers of the past in many ways. They are 

socially connected and have strong mobility. Familiar with digital consumption, they prefer 

experiential consumption and enjoys interactions with brands and customer communities, as well as 

high touch participation. They form organic alliances, communicate with each other, trust their 

social networks, and are highly connected. The consumers are vigilant against messages in 

marketing or advertisement and make their consumption decisions based on new ways 

communications – with friends, family members, fans, and followers. Consumption is now more 

influenced by one’s social groups, and the individual asks for the  groups’ advice and evaluation in 

both virtual and physical consumption space (Kotler, 2017c). Such experiential connectivity 

develops into social connectivity. In other words, they form a spatial solidarity as an organic group, 

transcending specific demographic segment or mechanical solidarity. They also value time and 

efficiency, and immediately take action when the decision to purchase is made in the group. These 

changes all converge to make the most efficient (both timewise and logistically) purchase possible. 

Against this backdrop of changes, the marketplace is becoming more horizontal, inclusive, and 

social. First, the consumption space is changing due to a more open marketing practices. It is no 

longer possible to exist in a closed, isolated manner. Consumption space needs to adapt to the new 

characteristics of customer path. Consumers cannot be forced to follow the customer path presented 

by consumption space, and open marketing allows the subject of consumption to make their own 

decision. Second, consumption space in the real world is also evolving to provide better access to 

and from outside with increased openness. It indicates that the past methods to induce and control 

consumption are losing their power. 

2.2 TRANSPATIAL AND SPATIAL 

The new trend of Marketing 4.0 that transformed consumption space first began with change in the 

subjects of consumption. It is because consumers’ organic solidarity, connected in digital 

communities that emphasizes mobility and time efficiency, requires easily accessible and open 

consumption space. This concept is directly connected to mechanical solidarity and organic 

solidarity, and the concepts of “spatial” and “transpatial.” 

On social cohesion, Emile Durkheim (1964) introduced two concepts of solidarity – mechanical and 

organic. Mechanical solidarity refers to solidarity among individuals with same values, beliefs, and 

lifestyles, while organic solidarity is based on interdependence of heterogeneous individuals. Since 

organic solidarity develops through interactions among the group members, their physical domains 

require spatial proximity or continuity. On the other hand, mechanical solidarity is based on 

homogeneity and has no spatial constraints. 

These two types of social cohesion indicate very different group characteristics. According to 

Durkheim, group with strong mechanical solidarity is closed and exclusive, and becomes a 

ritualized community – establishing strong boundary through division and separation of space. In 

contrast, stronger organic solidarity indicate community based on spatial continuity, with more 

vague boundary (Hiller, 1989; Hanson & Hillier, 1987). Hillier applied Durkheim’s theory spatially 

and explained that mechanical solidarity tends to be “transpatial,” while organic solidarity tends to 

be “spatial.” Mechanical solidarity attempts to establish and maintain strong boundary, while 

organic solidarity is open with vague boundary and depends more on space. Therefore, the most 

important criterion to distinguish “spatial” and “transpatial” group is whether they are open or 

closed. This conclusion of the research that interpreted the relationship between social cohesion and 

space provides a new perspective for re-interpreting consumption space. 
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3. METHODS  

3.1 SPATIAL CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS 

To study the spatial configuration and examine the degree of integration in the study site, an axial 

map analysis of the space syntax method was conducted using depthmapX. Axial map analysis and 

VGA analysis both include visibility and accessibility. But in this study, axial map analysis was 

used since it is easier to incorporate movement interface. Using integration values calculated from 

the axial map analysis, analyses of integration core and segregation core were conducted. Since 

both integration core and segregation core are closely correlated to patterns of space users (Hillier 

& Hanson, 1984b., Peponis et al, 1989b., Hillier et al, 1993), they can reveal spatial characteristics 

and enable prediction and evaluation of space use. Finally, a T-test was conducted to statistically 

assess whether before-and-after spatial configurations are same or different. 

The results from the empirical analyses present a comparison and interpretation of changes that 

took place in the COEX Mall between 2011 and 2017. To this end, spatial configuration analyses of 

the COEX Mall in 2011 and 2017 were conducted. Key analysis results include integration value, 

integration core, segregation core, and T-test to evaluate changes in spatial configurations. 

3.2 BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS 

Space-use behavior was observed at the study site. Here, “users” refer to persons who entered the 

shopping mall to use facilities. The number of pedestrians moving through various points in the 

mall were calculated as the number of users, and their space-use behavior was observed. The survey 

locations were selected with a number of criteria: locations where walkways diverge and require 

user’s decision-making, locations where different spaces meet, and overall allocation balance. For 

2011 survey, data was collected from 60 locations, conducted twice on a weekday (July 5, 2011). 

For 2017 survey, data was collected from 64 locations, also twice on a weekday (September 27, 

2017). 

For behavior analysis, the changes in the number of users from 2011 and 2017 surveys will be 

compared and analyzed. 

3.3 MARKETING ANALYSIS  

MD is closely linked to marketing, planning and management of the shopping mall. Specifically, 

marketing analysis refers to analysis of tenants, the basic unit of MD. It includes analysis of tenant 

variety and placement. 

MD is the key variable influencing purchasing intention of the shoppers, therefore analysis of a 

shopping mall’s marketing begins with analysis of its tenants. Tenants are divided into anchor 

tenants which are often determined early in the shopping mall’s planning stage, and other non-

anchor, general tenants. An anchor tenant refers to a store capable of attracting consumers from a 

large area, and acts as the center of a commercial facility.  

 

Table 2. Classification of Tenants by Function 

Categories Functions Characteristics Examples 

Anchor 

Tenants 

Key  

Activity Generator & 

Inducer 

Well-Known Retailers Outlet Stores 

Sub-Key Attractive Retailers 
Hypermarkets,  

Drug Stores 

Magnet 
Retailers that Attracts a Large 

Number of Customers 

Specialty Stores, 

Category Killers 

Non-Anchor 

Tenants 
General 

Activity Extender & 

Inducer  

Retailers of  

Various Business Types 

General Merchandise 

Retailers 

Sources: Reorganized by Author Based on Oh (2013a), Jeon (2011a), Kim (2005), and Kim & Lee (2007b)  
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Table 3. Change of Anchor Tenant by Period 

Period 1980 - 2000 2000 - Present 

Anchor Tenant 

Categories 
Entertainment, Family Restaurants 

Global SPA Stores, Mega Stores,  

Food Concession Businesses 

Source: Kang & Yoon (2014) 

 

Table 4. Evolution of COEX Mall 
 

Period July 1998 May 2000 Nov 2014 2016 - Present 

Key Events 
COEX Convention & 

Exhibition 

Opening of COEX 

Mall 

COEX Mall 

Renovation 

Completed 

Operated as  

Starfield COEX Mall 

 

Categorization of anchor tenants vary by distribution type, trade area, or even by region or country 

(Jeon, 2011b). Defining anchor tenant by type of operation does not allow including various types 

of businesses and services, store size, or specialty stores with a wide range of products (Kim, 2010). 

It does not reflect how anchor tenants have evolved in the recent years. While the category of 

business and type of service continue to change over time, the selection criteria for anchor tenants 

remain unchanged. Anchor tenants not only attract customers, but also contribute to operation of 

other general tenants. They are often given special privileges such as mid- to long-term contracts 

and reduced rent (Kim, 2015a., Choi, 2016). <Table 3> indicates that in 2011, the tenant mix of the 

COEX Mall was not much different from 2000, when it first opened. Entertainment and family 

restaurants were the anchor tenants. In 2017 after the renewal, superstores, fashion SPA 2 retail 

stores, lifestyle SPA retail stores, and food concession3 businesses now function as anchor tenants. 

For quantitative and objective analysis of changes in marketing, spatial configuration and behavior 

analyses were conducted. By comparing before-and-after changes in spatial configuration and user 

behavior, changes in the correlation between shopping space and shoppers can also be examined. 

Accordingly, for marketing analysis, changes in the correlation between the COEX Mall’s entire 

spatial configuration and behavior were investigated. For a more detailed comparison, the 

correlations between anchor/general tenants and user behavior before-and-after the renewal were 

also analyzed. Reviewing the marketing approach based on MD and analyzing anchor/general 

tenants will accentuate the key characteristics of marketing strategies. 

To this end, the correlations between the COEX Mall’s spatial configurations and user behavior in 

2011 and 2017 were analyzed to explain the changes in MD strategies. 

 

4. RESULTS  

4.1 SPATIAL CONFIGURATION  

Spatial values were calculated for the COEX Mall and surrounding urban space.4 In addition, both 

integration core and segregation core were analyzed for 2011 and 2017 to assess changes.  

Table 5. COEX Mall’s Segregation Core (2011) 

 N 

Top 10% 

(Integration Core) 

Bottom 50%  

(Segregation Core) 

N % N % 

Urban Space Excluding COEX Mall (2011) 494 58 11.741 223 45.142 

COEX Mall (2011) 137 5 3.650 95 69.343 

                                                                    
2 SPA refers to specialty store retailer, who not only sell products but also plans, designs, and manufacture them as well 
(Choi et al., 2010). 
3 Businesses that offer food and beverage services facilities used by the public. Unlike regular restaurants which are 
offered 2-3 year contracts, food concession businesses bid and win contracts to operate for a preset period. By signing 
long-term contract, they can choose to reduce rent and reduce management fees and operate in a more stable 
environment. 
4 Here, urban area refers to city blocks within walking distance, or 500m of the COEX Mall. 
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In the study site’s urban space, the COEX Mall’s integration core accounted for 3.65%, and 

segregation core bottom 69.34% in 2011. Excluding the mall, the urban space has higher integration 

core ratio (11.74%) and lower segregation core (45.14%). It indicates that the COEX Mall in 2011 

was a space quite isolated from the urban space, as shown with very high segregation core ratio.  

 

Figure 5. Global Integration of COEX Mall in Urban Space, 2011 (Left) and Segregation Core (50%) of COEX Mall in Urban 

Space, 2011 (Right) 

 

Table 6. COEX Mall’s Segregation Core (2017) 

 N 

Top 10% 

(Integration Core) 

Bottom 50%  

(Segregation Core) 

N % N % 

Urban Space Excluding COEX Mall (2017) 537 59 10.986 225 41.899 

COEX Mall (2017) 145 5 3.448 95 65.517 
 

In 2017, the Mall’s integration core accounted for 3.65%, and segregation core for bottom 65.52%. 

Excluding the mall, the urban space has higher integration core (10.99%) and lower segregation 

core (41.90). It indicates that the COEX Mall in 2017 is still quite isolated from surrounding urban 

area. 

But a comparison of the mall’s segregation core reveals that it was more isolated in 2011, prior to 

renewal. 

 

 

Figure 6. Global Integration of COEX Mall in Urban Space, 2017 (Left) and Segregation Core (50%) of COEX Mall in Urban 

Space, 2017 (Right) 
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Table 7. Integration Statistics, Urban Space of COEX Mall (2011 & 2017) 

 Average N Standard Deviation Standard Error of the Mean 

Integration (2011) 0.891  631 0.189  0.008  

Integration (2017) 0.905  639 0.189  0.007  

 

Table 8. Independent Two-Sample T-test of Urban Space of COEX Mall (2011 & 2017) 

  

Levene’s Test for 

Equality of Variances 
T-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t 
Degrees of 

Freedom 

p (two-

tailed test) 

Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 

Global 

Integration 

Equal Variances 

Assumed 
0.009 0.925 -1.294 1268 0.196 -0.014 0.011 

Equal Variances 

Not Assumed 
    -1.294 1267.811 0.196 -0.014 0.011 

 

T-test of the Mall area’s global integration in 2011 and 2017 show that there is no significant 

difference (T=-1.294, p > 0.05). In other words, statistically, the COEX Mall and the surrounding 

urban space did not change after the renewal. 

 

Table 9. COEX Mall Integration Statistics (2011 & 2017) 

 Average N Standard Deviation Standard Error of the Mean 

2011 Integration 0.833 137 0.225 0.019 

2017 Integration 0.753 145 0.211 0.018 

 

Table 10. Independent Two-Sample T-test of COEX Mall (2011 & 2017) 

  

Levene’s Test for 

Equality of Variances 
T-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t 
Degrees of 

Freedom 

p (Two-

tailed 

Test) 

Mean 

Difference 

Standard 

Error 

Global 

Integration 

Equal Variances 

Assumed 
0.023 0.879 3.041** 280 0.003 0.080 0.026 

Equal Variances 

Not Assumed 
    3.037** 276.714 0.003 0.080 0.026 

*: p<.05, **: p<.01, ***: p<.001 
 

On the other hand, a T-test of the Mall’s global integration in 2011 and 2017 show that there is a 

statistically significant difference (T= 3.041, p<0.01). The global integration value is lower in 2017 

(average M = 0.753) than in 2011 (average M = 0.833), but s.d. is larger in 2011 (0.225) than in 

2017 (0.211). Therefore the COEX Mall’s spatial configuration has changed after the renewal was 

completed. 

 

Figure 7. COEX Mall Global Integration (2011) 
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Figure 8. COEX Mall Global Integration (2017) 

 

4.2 BEHAVIOR  

The COEX Mall user behavior was surveyed and the results are presented in <Figure 11> and 

<Figure 12> (Unit: persons/hour). In 2011, the number of users at the entrance to Samseong Station 

was very high. Except for a number of walkways with 4,000 to 6,000 traffic count, the overall 

number of users is low and users are concentrated only in a few locations. After the renewal in 

2017, entrances to both Samseong Station and Bongeunsa Station show high number of users. This 

shows that the users visiting the COEX Mall mostly use the subway then enter the mall. Beginning 

in Samseong Station then past the Millennium Plaza, most walkways have either 2,000 to 4,000 

users or 1,500 to 2,000 users. Users are moving in a relatively uniform manner, present even in the 

deepest parts of the mall. This shows the continuity of user behaviors when they are uniformly 

distributed. Finally, a relatively large number of people can be seen in and around the central plaza. 

 

Figure 9. COEX Mall Number of Users at Selected Locations (2011) 

 

Figure 10. COEX Mall Number of Users at Selected Locations (2017) 
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4.3 MARKETING 

As mentioned above, analyses of spatial configuration and user behavior were conducted to explore 

any changes in marketing strategies. First, the correlation between spatial configuration and user 

behavior in the entire COEX Mall in 2011 and 2017 were compared and analyzed.  

 

Table 11. Pearson Correlation Between Tenant Spatial Configurations and the Number of Users 

 2011 COEX Mall 2017 COEX Mall 

 R R² p N R R² p N 

 0.433** 0.187 0.001 60 0.548*** 0.300 0.000 64 

se
ct

io
n
 

 
 

co
rr

el
at

io
n

  

 

 

*: p<.05, **: p<.01, ***: p<.001 

 

<Table 11> shows the correlation between the COEX Mall’s spatial configurations and the number 

of users. The 2011 correlation coefficient between the mall’s global integration and the number of 

users. was very low, at R=0.43 (R²=0.19). On the other hand, in 2017, the correlation coefficient 

became significant, as it jumped to R=0.55 (R²=0.30). In the 2011 analysis result, the A Group is 

located at the mall entrance, directly connected to the outside and shows high degree of integration 

and large number of users. For the B Group, the number of users is large but the degree of 

integration is low; for the C Group, the results are reversed. The degree of integration is high, but 

the number of users is low. This shows that the users have been affected by other variables beside 

space itself, and can be viewed as “transpatial.” This is very different from typical user behavior 

present in commercial street environment. In contrast, the 2017 analysis results show “spatial” 

characteristics, with high degree of integration where there is large pedestrian volume, and low 

degree of integration where the pedestrian volume is low (Only exception is Area ‘A’ at the mall 

entrance with large number of users). 

A more detailed correlation analysis was conducted to assess impact of MD, by categorizing tenants 

into anchor and general tenants for both 2011 and 2017. 

 

Table 12. COEX Mall Tenant Classification by Function 

Category COEX Tenants (2011) COEX Tenants (2017) 

Anchor 

Tenant 

Key  
Movie Theater, Book Store, Music Store, 

Museum, Aquarium 

Global SPA Brand Stores,  

Food Concession Businesses 

Magnet Family Restaurants Movie Theater, Book Store, Aquarium 

General Tenant General Stores General Stores 

 

There are usually between two to ten anchor tenants in a multi-use commercial facility, covering a 

wide range of business categories and types of service (Jeon, 2011c). In 2011, there were 
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approximately fifteen key tenants in the COEX Mall, including aquarium, movie theater, and 

bookstore. A magnet tenant is a facility with large floor area that attracts consumers from the mall’s 

non-central locations, for example a family restaurant. In 2017, there were six key tenants at the 

center of the mall, including fashion SPA, lifestyle SPA, and food concession businesses.  

 

 

Figure 11. COEX Mall Tenants by Function, 2011 (Left) and 2017 (Right) 

 

 

Table 13. Pearson Correlation Between Tenant Spatial Configurations and Number of Users 

  
COEX Tenants (2011) COEX Tenant (2017) 

R R² p N R R² p N 

Tenant 

Key  -0.057 0.284 0.841 15 0.917* 0.841 0.010 6 

Magnet  0.067 0.005 0.915 5 0.553 0.306 0.198 7 

General  0.351*** 0.124 0.000 103 0.603*** 0.364 0.000 159 

Key Tenants 

 
 

Magnet Tenants 

  

General Tenants 

  

*:p<.05, **:p<.01, ***:p<.001  
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Examination of correlation between the COEX Mall’s spatial configuration and user behavior for 

different tenant categories show that in 2011, there was no relationship between space and behavior 

for key tenants and magnet tenants, at R= -0.06 (R²=0.28) and R=0.07 (R²=0.01), respectively. But 

for other general tenants, there was a relationship with R= 0.35 (R²=0.12). This shows that in 2011, 

anchor tenant variety and placement did not take spatial configuration or user behavior into account. 

There was no proper MD planning for both key tenants and magnet tenants.  

Examination of correlation between the COEX Mall’s spatial configuration and user behavior for 

different tenant categories in 2017 shows that there was a strong relationship between degree of 

integration and behavior for both key tenants and magnet tenants, R=0.92 (R²=0.84) and R=0.31 

(R²=0.20), respectively. These values are high when compared to coefficient for general tenants, R= 

0.60 (R²=0.36). 

In 2011 prior to renewal, the anchor tenant with the strongest customer drawing power was placed 

in the deepest part of the mall with low accessibility, inducing shoppers to visit the area. Based on 

MD planning, the shopping mall was attempting to control the shoppers’ movements. It was the 

result of a MD planning of a “transpatial” consumption space, unrelated to space or user behavior. 

But by 2017 after the renewal, the COEX Mall placed anchor tenants in places with great 

accessibility. The tenant variety and placement now took into account the spatial configuration and 

user behavior. It was now a “spatial” consumption space. Given that the majority of visitors enter 

the mall from subway stations (please refer to <Figure 4>), the new market strategy placed key 

anchor tenants in the mall’s center, accessible to both stations.  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

This study traced the evolution of marketing strategy for consumption space in the era of Marketing 

4.0 by examining changes in spatial configuration and user behavior. Changes in the relationships 

between spatial configuration, and MD were analyzed to provide a new interpretation based on 

spatial configuration rather than explanation from a traditional marketing perspective. The study 

results are as follows. 

First, spatial configuration of consumption space changed after mall renewal. Comparison of the 

COEX Mall’s spatial configurations in 2011 and 2017 showed that after the renewal, standard 

deviation of spatial structure values decreased. The gap between integration core and segregation 

core also was reduced. Through remodeling process, the mall significantly overcame inequality 

seen in its past spatial configuration. This shows that within traditional marketing strategy, MD was 

the most important element in inducing customers’ movements, and the “economics of movement” 

inherent in spatial configuration was overlooked. 

Second, user behavior in consumption space changed after mall renewal. In the 2011 COEX Mall, 

users were over-concentrated at the mall entrances. But in 2017, users can be found even in the 

deepest area of the mall, instead of just one or two areas. This is a result of giving choice to the 

consumers in the central place to choose where to go. It shows how marketing techniques are 

becoming more open, handing over the power to choose to consumers. 

Third, marketing of consumption space changed from “transpatial” consumption space to “spatial” 

consumption space after the mall renewal. The correlation between spatial configuration and user 

behavior was low before the renewal, but the relationship became statistically significant after the 

renewal. In 2011, the mall’s integration value and the number of users were not correlated, which 

indicates that user behavior was affected by other factors rather than spatial configuration. To 

understand specific changes from a marketing perspective, characteristics of consumption space 

was analyzed. Spatial configuration of the anchor tenants is the core of MD efforts, but in 2011 

there was hardly any correlation with user behavior. However, after the renewal in 2017, the 

correlation became very high. This represents a significant change in marketing of consumption 

space. In 2011, MD planning did not consider spatial configuration or user behavior, since 

merchandising itself was viewed as the most influential factor that will attract consumers. 2017 MD 

planning views spatial configuration and user behavior as key factors to consider when determining 

optimal tenant mix and placement. This shows that spatial accessibility is now deemed as an 

important factor in shopping. Hence, unlike “transpatial” consumption space in 2011, the mall is 

now a “spatial” consumption space in 2017. 
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With emergence of the era of Marketing 4.0, consumption space and user behavior are mutually and 

organically connected, and tenant mix and placement by MD enables users to perceive space as 

they move. Therefore, the results above demonstrated how consumption space changed as the 

market changed. The key attributes of the market in the past were profit-seeking, closedness, and 

exclusiveness. The attributes of the new market is openness and interconnectedness. These 

attributes have been analyzed empirically in this study, by exploring evolution of the COEX Mall. 

The change in consumption space will enable accommodating more people through multi-channels. 

It is a result of social change toward a more horizontal and inclusive society affecting the market. 

“Transpatial consumption space” with characteristics of mechanical solidarity is being transformed 

into “Spatial consumption space” with characteristics of organic solidarity.  

This study presented a new paradigm for interpreting consumption space, based on the concepts of 

“transpatial” consumption space and “spatial” consumption space. It provided a new methodology 

to measure influence of marketing in the relationship between the market and consumers through 

spatial configuration as the intermediary. 

Consumers’ demands will evolve endlessly along with social changes. Marketing techniques are 

expected to evolve accordingly. In the future, the authors plan to apply this methodology to 

consumption spaces of various types and sizes, to verify the results and generalize the theory.  
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